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plies with it’s own single-stack 9mm 1911s. It’s
also available through Dillon Precision.

Accuracy potential was tested with five-shot
groups from the bench at 50 feet (indoor range).
Best group was a tight 0.7” with, happily enough,
inexpensive Winchester-USA ball. Black Hills 124-
grain JHP shot into 1.1”, with the Hornady 115-
grain XTP, but slightly larger at 1.2” (four rounds in
a nice 0.7” sub-group). All the other ammo was in
the 1.4” to 1.6” range. 

Feed reliability wise the gun did not like the
Black Hills 115-grain JHP +P. Several times it
refused to feed the top round off a full magazine
after firing the chambered cartridge. I have had
excellent reliability results with this load in other
guns. In fact, it’s been my carry load at times. This
appears to be one of those weird gun/ammo
incompatibility problems that occasionally sur-
faces, and shows why it’s so important to test fire a
gun with any new ammo type you might consider
using for anything at all serious. With all other
ammunition the gun was flawless.

To test how the gun performs in close range,
fast paced, self-defense type shooting I moved in
to five yards, loaded the gun with my match/
practice ammo (the Rainier 147-grain TRN over
3.5 grains of VihtaVuori N320 powder) and fired
a series of five double taps on an IDPA target.
Shot-to-shot speed (splits) averaged 0.21 second.
The resulting group measured 2-1/4” wide by 4-
3/4” tall with one shot low outside the target
center. A flat mainspring housing on a 1911
makes the gun point low for me, what can I say.
Still, the gun turned in a pretty darn impressive
level of speed with accuracy.

Summary
The STI Spartan 9’s retail price is $698.84

according to the STI website. It’s worth noting that
almost no one sells for full retail; a quick call to a
local gun shop disclosed a price of $620. The STI
Spartan line in general is one of the best values for
the buck in the entire field of handgunning.

Visit Duane’s website:
www.self-defense-handgun.com

Spartan grip panels are of the traditional double-
diamond pattern, of decently though not amazingly 

figured wood.

The Metalform single stack nine-round magazine sup-
plied with the Spartan 9mm features a scalloped front

and “pre-feed ramp” to aid feeding of short 9mm
rounds in a 1911.

The Spartan’s trigger is skeletonized plastic, fitted with
an overtravel screw. The magazine-release button is the

short “military” version.
Best accuracy from the STI Spartan was this tight 0.7”
cluster with Winchester-USA’s “white box” 9mm ball.
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